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Introduction 
Search Engine Optimist is your ally to help you channel the power of the Internet to acquire 

more customers. We help companies, large and small, dominate the search listings.  Last year 

alone we helped our clients increase their overall sales by an average of more than 30%. 

In this proposal, we examine the major factors that contribute to a site’s success online:  Your 

site’s current strengths and weaknesses, and the competitive landscape for the search terms for 

which you need to attract lucrative clients. We then propose a strategy which will improve your 

search rankings based on those findings.   

With nearly 14 billion online searches every month and gigantic social media sites, there is 

unlimited opportunity -- if you know how to leverage the right search marketing strategies. The 

right tactics will get top search engine rankings, a dramatic increase in website traffic, and most 

importantly, a really big ROI. And positive ROI is what Search Engine Optimist is all about.   

 

Current Status 
The kjnjklj lkjli  lkjiojlijljklkjlk home page (http://yellowtaxicabservicelynnwood.com/) has a current 

Google PageRank of 2. Google PageRank is a good indication of how Google views your site 

overall. In many cases, Google will place sites with high PageRank above others in the search 

engine results pages. New sites are often ranked low, and respected sites with longevity (such 

http://yellowtaxicabservicelynnwood.com/
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as CNN, Google, Yahoo) are often given higher scores. In general, a PageRank of 2 or above 

for a local business like yours can get good search engine rankings. Proven SEO strategies can 

help boost a site’s PageRank.  

 

Identified Opportunities 
 Rankings  

 Yellow Checkers Cab Service does not rank at all in searches for the brand 

name (“Yellow Checkers Cab Service”) at all nor does it rank in searches for the 

services they offer, such as “Lynnwood taxi service”, “seatac taxi service”, etc 

 Site Needs More Traffic 

 Little local presence 

 Negative reviews in local listings 

 Site not as professional in appearance as competitors 

 

Search Volume Analysis 
 

Keyword Monthly Search Volume 

yellow cab Lynnwood wa 22 

taxi cab Lynnwood 1,100 

Lynnwood taxi service 58 

taxi service Lynnwood wa 28 

Lynnwood cab 210 

taxi in Lynnwood 390 

Monthly Potential 1808 

 
The above keywords are just a small sample and were checked for search volume only on 
Google searches. The monthly search volume does not include searches on Bing or Yahoo.    
 
Thus, the table provides a very conservative estimate of the number of searches that Yellow 
Checkers Cab Service has potential for appearing in. From our experience, the real number of 
searches that the Yellow Checkers Cab Service has potential in appearing for is much higher. 
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Current Search Engine Rankings 
Aside from the branded terms, the site does not rank well for local terms such as 

Lynnwood airport taxi 

Lynnwood cab 

taxi cab Lynnwood 

Lynnwood taxi service 

taxi service Lynnwood wa 

taxi in Lynnwood 

 

Therefore, a major opportunity exists for Yellow Checkers Cab Service to use SEO and PPC 

ads to drive more traffic to the site and get more customers. 

 
 

Bottom-line Impact 
What does showing up in search results for the above keywords mean to Yellow Checkers Cab 

Service? The eventual result is more emails, clicks, sales and ultimately more profit. Here is a 

short estimation of the potential impact of a successful internet marketing campaign, to Yellow 

Checkers Cab Service’s bottom line: 

 

 Assuming the average new ecommerce 

customer is worth approximately $10 in 

profit  (an average would have to be 

estimated, considering the unusual profit 

model Yellow Cab uses). 

 Assuming an average job closing rate of 

40% of every new visit to the site. (Typical 

of this industry) 

 Assuming Search Engine Optimist can help 

Yellow Checkers Cab Service increase 

website visibility by 2000 a month new visits 

(this is a conservative estimate) 
 

2000 x .40% = 800. 800 x $10 = $8,000 

Based on this estimate, we should be able to increase Yellow Checkers Cab Service’s profits 

by eight thousand dollars per month, by increasing the website’s visibility. If this gain is used 

using PPC, then there is no upper limit to the traffic - it can be increased according to the 

budget. 
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The Impact Of Organic Ranking Visibility 
 

 
Figure 1 Eye-Tracking Study 

Eye-scan studies show that the vast majority (80%+) of internet searchers with commercial 

intent prefer to click Google Places (“local”) results and organic (website) listings at or near the 

top of the search results page, as opposed to websites or local results at the bottom or 2nd 

page. Being at the top of searches is the key to getting more traffic, and therefore more 

business. 

 

Yellow Checkers Cab Service’s Web Presence 
The Yellow Checkers Cab Service’s website does not show up in the first position for the terms 

“Yellow Checkers Cab Service”. The business needs a more powerful local presence set up. A 

local presence is the key to appearing in mobile searches, as well. The image capture on the 

next page shows the search results for “Yellow Checkers Cab Service”. The website 
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(http://yellowtaxicabservicelynnwood.com/) does not appear on the first page. Unfortunately, for 

all of the service-specific search terms we checked, the site does not show up either. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Search for “Yellow Checkers Cab Service”: Website not found.  

Search for “Lynnwood taxi service”: Website not found 

 

 

http://yellowtaxicabservicelynnwood.com/
http://yellowtaxicabservicelynnwood.com/
http://yellowtaxicabservicelynnwood.com/
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Recommendations 
Website Optimization, Link Building, Local Presence, and Ongoing Management 
 
1.  Discovery Process (On Page) 

 Keyword Research 
 Determine optimal keywords and optimal number of keywords to promote in the 

search engine ranking. 
 Develop optimal keyword strategy. 

 Competitor Analysis 
 Evaluate top online competitors as well as top direct competitors. 
 Understand competitor links and sources of links. 
 Determine competitor vulnerabilities. 

 
2.  Website Optimization (On Page) 

 Site Structure 
 Evaluate site structure to determine impediments to optimal search engine 

visibility. 
 Evaluate internal site linking structure and basic site design for opportunities to 

maximize search engine visibility. 

 Website Content and Titles 
 Evaluate content and titles for opportunities to drive additional keyword power. 

 Website optimization plan reviewed and approved by customer. 
 Develop Baseline ranking report and analytics. 
 Install analytics if not currently employed. 
 Develop client metrics dashboard. 

 
3.  Link Building (Off Page) 

 Links 
 Develop link plan. 
 Frame up social media opportunities, blogs, directories, suppliers, business 

partners, link bait, and other link opportunities. 
 
4. Local Presence (Maps/Places) 

 Collect all local business data such as names, address, phone numbers, hours, photos, 
videos, etc 

 Evaluate current local presence, compare to top competitors 
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 Register all locations on top 20 directories such as Google Maps, Yelp, Yahoo, Bing, 
CitySearch etc 

 Post consistent content on all directory listings.  

 Monitor online reputation, create “review funnel” to acquire regular reviews to all local 
sites.  

 Monitor traffic & ranks to determine traffic patterns. 

 Citation-build on all locations to improve positions/traffic. 
 
5.  Ongoing Execution and Management 

 Continual review of analytics to insure traffic is increasing on Google, Yahoo, and Bing. 

 Review keywords to ensure most relevant words are being optimized. 

 As optimal performance is being reached for top keywords others are added. 

 Scheduled bi-weekly performance reviews with client.  
 
 
 
 
6.  PPC (Pay-Per-Click) ads 
Yellow Checkers Cab Service does not have a PPC (Google Adwords) campaign. This 
campaign could be set up to ensure positive ROI from leads generated by the campaign. Proper 
tracking of PPC administration ensures that clicks convert into paying clients. PPC is an integral 
part to any Internet marketing campaign and can be explored in a separate summary, upon 
request. 

 

 

Summary 
Yellow Checkers Cab Service has an established, trusted brand and has an opportunity 
to greatly increase profits by increasing the visibility of the business’s presence on the 
Internet. The most cost-effective methods to start with use the existing website and 
increase website visits and phone calls with the use of a PPC (Pay-Per-Click) ad 
campaign and an intensive Local SEO campaign.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why Search Engine Optimist? 
Search Engine Optimist creates online visibility and increased sales for businesses by 
harnessing the power of the Internet, especially search engines. We work with small, medium, 
and large firms, national market research companies, international businesses, and charitable 
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non-profits. Our core goal is to make Internet marketing accessible to every business and non-
profit, regardless of their budget. Search Engine Optimist is proud to be a founder and sponsor 
of the Seattle SEO Network (SSN), the pre-eminent local industry trade group. 

 

What We Do 
Search Engine Optimist's services include: 

 Organic Search Engine Optimization 

 Local Search 

 Pay-Per-Click Advertising 

 Social Media Optimization  

 Reputation Management 

Most SEO companies specialize only in websites, Search Engine Optimist excels by providing 
locally-focused results on websites and local listings for small and medium-sized clients. 
 

 

Pricing Philosophy  
Web marketing is a process, not an event. It takes expertise, time, and persistence to achieve 
great results. There is flexibility in how we approach this with respect to a phased 
implementation and “a la carte” selection of services, and term payment options. This proposal 
represents what we believe needs to be done to help you achieve your goals. We would be 
happy to explore the implementation approach that best fits your needs and budget. 
 
The truth about effective web marketing is that while it takes a tremendous amount of 
experience and expertise to create an effective campaign of web promotion during the first three 
to four months, without continual efforts to optimize, link-build, and respond to Google’s 
constant changes, any positive results will be eroded soon afterwards. Once implemented, 
effective web marketing needs to be maintained and adjusted to the changing environment, be it 
changes in your business and on your site or changes in the market and competitive landscape. 
As such, our proposal reflects those realities. We work hard for you both in the beginning of the 
campaign and on an ongoing basis to ensure persistent, steadily-improving and completely 
transparent results. 
 
We look forward to helping you achieve your Internet marketing goals. Thank you for your time 
and consideration. 
 
 
 
 
Michael Bawwab and the rest of the Search Engine Optimist team.  March, 2012 

http://seattleseonetwork.org/

